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MAYTAG GYMNASIUM
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TAYLOR WELCOMES COUNTY TOURNAMENT
Officials and
Students Join
In Greetings

Eight Strong
County Teams
In Annual Fray

EXPECT 1500 HERE

TROPHY AT STAKE

CORNWELL AND "T CLUB WORK
HARD IN PREPARATION
FOR B. BALL FANS

LARGE BAND TO PLAY; CLOSE
COMPETITION EXPECTED
IN ALL CONTESTS

Tomorrow Taylor will again play
host to the Grant County Basket
ball Tournament. Last year follow
ing the 1933, Tournament the Grant
County Coaches Association again

Saturday morning at eight o'clock
idle nineteen hundred and thirty-four
Grant County Invitational Basket
ball Tournament will be officially
opened when the official tosses the
ball up between the centers of two
of the eight teams that will strive
to gain the much coveted Victory
Ball Trophy. For the second time
in as many years this official open
ing will take place at Taylor. The
coaches of the county schools this
year accepted again the invitation
of Taylor University to stage this
feature event in Taylor's Maytag
Gymnasium.

accepted Taylor's invitation to hold
the 1934 tourney here in Maytag
MAYTAG GYMNASIUM
Gym. In the past few weeks Tay
lor has looked forward to the event
with much preparation in order that
the guests, some 1500 or more, might
find themselves welcome and well
taken care of.
Under the direction of Coach
Cornwell, coach host of the occasion,
and of the "T" Club, everything CONSIDERS NATURAL LAWS
jEVENT TO BE STAGED AGAIN
AND RELATION TO THE
IN MAYTAG GYM; MANY
possible has been done to make our
Upland Entered
SPIRITUAL WORLD
FEATURES PLANNED
facilities proper for the events of
The teams entered are: Upland,
UNEXPECTED CHANGE CAUSES
the day. Coach Cornwell and the
Matthews, Gas City, Jonesboro,
CLASSES TO ABOLISH
It was something "different" to
men of the "T" Club have met many
The Annual Grant County Corn I'airmount, Swayzee, Sweetser, and
PRESENT CONTEST
times and are doing all possible that hear Dr. Tinkle talk to us on spirit
Show will be held at Taylor Univer Van Buren. In last year's tourna
the tourney might be a success as ual things. His message was a con
The Class Echo Contest has been sity on January 24 and 25. Inter ment Jonesboro was by far the out
far as Taylor can be instrumental
sideration of the natural laws in a abolished this year because of the est in this affair is not centered standing team and went successfully
in it.
to the finals
where they won the
An added commodity through the spiritual world or vice versa. Dr. unexpected change in conditions merely in the rural 'communities. feature game and the trophy. This
leadership of the "T" Club will be Tinkle explained that God works in j made necessary by the recent trans- Business men and residents from year this team is again outstanding,
a lunch room installed in the Gym a mysterious manner, but neverthe j fer of the University Printing Press. every urban district of Grant county although critics say the competition
and sponsored by the club. Here less, his work is steady. Some of In former years the Echo staff has and many surrounding counties an will be much more strenuous and
all necessary equipment to care for His laws are overruled by others, experienced more or less incompe nually look forward to the Corn that other teams have an equal op
any number of hungry visitors will but they are not broken; as an illus tence from former class staffs with Show as a time when greater co portunity to win.
F'airmount has
be found. The school dining hall tration he told us how a kernal of the result that the material was operation is brought about between had a fairly successful season. But
will also take the form of a cafe corn if dropped from the hand will often not in on time. Under pres the farmers and the people from the ior the loss of several recent games,
teria and Miss Dare, capable host fall immediately to the ground due ent conditions any sucli delays or cities. This is the second year that it is not at all doubtful that this
ess, will be able to entertain many to the natural law of gravity. But mistakes of inexperienced staffs will this event has been held on Taylor's team would have come to the tour
people with fine meals. All efforts f the kernel of corn is covered with entail additional expenses which the Campus.
nament a favorite. However, this
are being made to take care of the ;arth and receives sunshine and rain regular staff cannot shoulder. The
Each succeeding year the show team is a fighting
team and to battle
it will soon sprout and start climb- classes have therefore voted to dis with its many associated features
throng of people expected.
against strong odds is only more
with the annual contest for has been improved and
Members of the "T" Club, with ing up again. Dr. Tinkle explained pense
the
1934
. .
CXllKX
UXC
4
reason for fight.
Upland and Gas
the assistance of other college men that the law of gravity was not real- tins year. It convenient to be con- | event promises to be one of the City are also contenders. The latter
will act as official doormen, check iy broken but rather that it was ducted the contest will undoubtedly I largest attended and most interest- team does not seem to have the us
ypnaiim/l
4! .
.
..
, .
room officials as well as Official overruled by the laws of growth. be renewed next year.
ing in its history
ual strong team, but it is always
It
takes
faith
when
we
plant
a
seed
Scorer and Timer of the games. A
Taylor University officials have a strong contender in tournament
careful lineup has been made in or in the earth, just as it takes faith
offered the entire school and campus games.
Upland has had a good
der that the men will take care of to believe in any of the phenomena
with all facilities to the Corn Show team, winning from the stronger
committee.
this work in the best way possible. of science. An example of almost
teams and losing but three games.
Taylor feels honored to have such perfect faith is to be found in the
The Maytag gymnasium will be This fact alone will make them dan
a select group of Basketball fans life of Daniel who once prayed for
the scene of the Corn Show proper gerous to any team they come in
on its campus. With the increased three months, seemingly without PRESIDENT AND QUARTET LEAD and it is expected that displays from contact with.
They have beaten
IN LARGE REVIVAL; MAKE
interest in the sport here on the avail. At the end of this time a
every section of the county will fill Gas City, the winner of the recent
MANY BROADCASTS
the display space.
campus this year, caused to some de messenger of God came to him and
Big Four Blind Tourney. It is only
gree by a successful season of the told him that he had been heard the
Demonstrations by various 4-H fair to say also that the games lost
Dr. Stuart and all of the mem Club teams will be given both days by Upland have been by very close
Taylor Trojans in the Indiana Con first time, but other things had kept
ference, the students have volun his prayer from being answered. It bers of the Quartet report victory of the show. Agricultural econom margins. Coach Bragg seems to be
teered to do all possible for the occa- takes faith, Dr. Tinkle said, to be in the meetings in Buffalo. Recent ics discussions will be held on the bringing a very strong quintet to
lieve in scientific things, but it takes word from Dr. Stuart tells of a real first day and the annual corn show attempt to win this tournament.
more faith to believe in God. This break in the meeting last Friday school on the second.
Personel Given
latter faith is greater in degree but night.
Much interest has been
The closing feature of the show
not in extent. In conclusion he said shown throughout and. many souls will be the annual achievement ban
The following coaches and play
that we ought to be thankful to be have met the Lord, but during the quet which will be held in the May ers will be here:
in a school that takes care of the last few days the spirit has been tag gymnasium.
Upland—Coach Bragg, Stuart,
spiritual as well as the intellectual felt in a special way. The Quartet
Colbert, Bowen, Benedict, Atkinson,
EMPHASIZES MAN'S PROMISES welfare of the students, because then has been reaching many with the
Wycoff, Miller, Powell, Troyer, and
we do not become confused in re Gospel through song and testimony,
TO GOD AND IMPORTANCE
Bradford.
gard to religion and science.
OF KEEPING THEM
while Dr. Stuart has felt unusual
Sweetser — Coach Rife, Reese,
liberty in preaching.
Seal, Kendall, Foust, Shafer, Way,
Both old and young have been
The Chapel message this morning
Julian, Renbarger, Talbott, and'
touched by the spirit of the Lord HOLIMAN SPEAKS TO FIRST Winger.
was brought to us by Professor FenMEETING OF YEAR; ALL
during the meetings. Many of the
stermacher who spoke on the theme
Van Buren—Coach Miller, Day,
STUDENTS WELCOME
young people have consecrated their
of failing to keep our promises to
S. Rumple, Miller, V. Rumple, Daw
lives to the Master and are now
God. In his introduction he remind
son, Cox, Ranger, Swagger, Bowers,
The first
meeting of the Taylor Sparks.
ed us of all the New Year resolu NYSTROM ACQUIRES NEEDED turning their eyes toward Taylor
INSTRUMENT; DEBATE
as a iplace
for service Education Club was called Wednes— of
-- preparation
jt—iui
tions we make and break each year.
Jonesboro — Coach Singer, Perin "
SQUADS PREPARE
the Lord's work. It is interest- da-v evening, January 3, 1934, in singer, Smith, Benson, Westfall.
But the mere fact that so many of
ing to note that on New Year's Eve Society Hall.
these good resolutions are broken
Holder, Lewis, Southerland, Rey
A stereoscope has been added to just as the midnight hour was ap
Dean Holiman spoke of educa nolds, Hileman, and Jones.
should not discourage us from mak
ing them. He then launched out in the Psychology laboratory equip proaching, an old man came to the tional opportunities in the teaching
Matthews—Coach Snider, Cook.
to his main subject and attempted ment. It will be valuable in carry altar and gave himself to the Lord. field of today. He encouraged the Frushour, Swingley, Chloritv, Moor
to show how most of us have made ing on experiments and demonstra Just as Father Time" gave place practice of making out schedules of man, Mitchener, Reasoner.
Dr. to the spirit of the new year, so subjects early in college so as to
promises to God especially following tions in stereoscopic vision.
Swayzee—Coach Rauch, G. Over
the great revival which we wit Nystrom reports that the depart this man, though old in body was avoid serious conflict when it be man, Mart, Poe, R. Overman, Rob
nessed on our Campus during the ment could use two or three more of born again of the spirit and became comes too late.
erts, Thompson, Lemark, Whybrew,
It is found that the group of Haynes, Pence.
Fall Term. He said, most of us these stereoscopes if anyone cared "a new creature in Christ Jesus."
Every day Dr. Stuart and the would-be teachers in Taylor U. con
Two little rats
have boundless faith in God; we be to donate them.
Gas City—Coach Phares, Morgan.
lieve that he will keep his promises, have also been added to the labora quartet have had the privilege of stitutes about one fourth of our stu G. Campbell, Leamon, Millspaugh,
presenting the Gospel over the air. dent body. There is movement con Jeffery, J. Campbell, Botwell, Verbut the important question is: Will tory.
Dr. Nystrom adds that the inter On Sunday, December 31, they cerning organizing a permanent onet, W. Wilson.
we keep our promises to God, can
collegiate debating squad is putting broadcast over WEBR from 2:30 teachers' Club for our school as a
God have faith in us ?
Fairmount—Coach Gotschall, Pea
Prof. Fenstermacher then gave in intensive work in preparation for to 3:00 P. M. On Monday, Wed new feature in its program for fur cock, Harmos, Turner, Florea, Pata tison, Martin, Overshin, Boyles.
rather careful attention to the chief the state tournament which will be> nesday, and Friday they broadcast thering attractiveness toward
reasons why we fail to keep our held at North Manchester College. from the same station from 1:00 to larger student body but as yet noth
An added attraction will be the
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4)
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 5)
February 23 and 24.
ing definite has been decided.

Tinkle Talks In Classes Vote
Taylor Is Host
Chapel Program
To Corn Group
To Suspend
Echo Contest

Dr. Stuart Reports
Many Fine Meetings

Professor Speaks
On Vital Subject

Would-be Teachers
Form Organization

Stereoscope Added
To Lab. Equipment
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when we had only inter-mural sports should suddenly
become of no use whatsoever.
We are making advance this year. We would not for
a moment wish to hinder progress, but it is our sincere
(Charter f'^'i;r|^r
Mem ber)
hope that the new program will not cut us loose from
our moorings and set us adrift. We must keep firmly
in mind the purpose, as expressed by our president,
Happy New Year Alumni! Al
The class of '32 are the next to
Dr. Stuart, of never letting other interests change or though the new year is several days get their class letter to me. It
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Editor-in-Chief
Jo B. Gates lower the great standards upon which the school has old now, this is our first opportun brings news from some of those from
Managing Editor
— Owen Shields been built. It is up to us not only to keep them from ity to wish you the best for the new whom we have not had a message
doing that, but also to make difficult the finding
of year.
this year. Bud Boyle has been at
Robert Jacobs
Percival Wesche
opportunities for criticism.
Isadora
Deieh
How fortunate we are to have tending the Medical School of Pitt
Head Line Editor
— I. M. Moody
Charles Cookingham
news from three of our alumni of University until recently when he
Crystal Lockridge
Derward Abbey
the same family. It is of the Deyo was transferred to Carnegie Muse
Olive
Crombic
News Editor
family I wish to tell you. Wallace um. Bud's pal, Oscar Cook, is in
Mae Brothers
Marjorie White
writes from New York City. "After Somerville, Conn, (we like the name
Charles Stuart
Staff
Reporters
leaving
T. U. in '31 it was my deci of the place), learning the textile
Sports Editor
Once again we find ourselves face to face with a new
woolen business.
William MeClcllar.d
year. \\ e are aware of a transition into a new era or sion to go permanently into pastoral
work.
Four
years
at
Taylor
had
John Betzold
Louise Longnecker
Naomi
Brubaker
is
teaching
epoch in our lives. We are alert to its possibilities,
Proof Readers
Alumni Editor
and eager for its triumphs and victories, but we are intensified my passion for souls, for twenty-two members of the younger
fearful and hesitant about its hidden rebuffs and defeats. which I am increasingly thankful; generation in the "little red schoolBUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Herbert Boyd We have taken advantage of this opportunity to recall and I was eager to throw myself house" and is enjoying it. She is
Business Manager _
Robert Titus the events of the past year, we have held our lives and into my life-work. A year and a at home in Grantham, Pa.
Advertising Manager _
our actions up for a thorough review, and we have half of the actual work convinced
F'rank Simons is at Case where
Edith Lewis
Kenneth Stokes
found many glaring defects, a few mistakes, and some me that God's work requires the he is studying engineering, and en
Minerva
Gross
Cir. Mgr.
outright failures, rather liberally interspersed with neg best possible preparation. So in joying it. Hazel is going to Bald
Secretaries
ligence. To be sure we have also found some progress, answer to earnest prayer, the way win Wallace.
Published semi-monthly by the Taylor University Echo a few very worth while achievements, and a great many was opened for me to go to "The
Irene Reeder is again out on the
Co., students of Taylor University, Upland, Indiana.
things accomplished of which we cannot see the actual Biblical Seminary in New York." prairies where she is busy teaching
Now that I am here, do I like it?
Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at value at the present time.
music at the Friends Bible College
the Upland Post Office, Upland, Indiana, under Act of
Thus at the beginning of 1934 we have just completed Well, if I didn't, I wouldn't stay. at Haviland, Kansas. Ida MichaelMarch 3, 1879.
taking an inventory of our lives. We have arrived at The unique and valuable feature of is is at home in Ohio. Violet Bail
Subscription price, ?2.00 per annum; twenty or more
some
very definite conclusions and we know, for the Biblical Seminary is its stress on ey is holding a very responsible po
issues.
most part, our needs for the coming year. We have, the Word of God. We study first sition with a paper company in St.
in keeping with an age-old custom, made some very the Bible, and then are enabled to Paul. She is making her home with
fitting and appropriate New Year Resolutions, and now formulate our theology in the light Murel Erbst at Newport.
we are face to face with the task of applying these of the Scriptures, instead of em
Alice Bissell is employed by the
We have come, in the past week, to the time of year resolutions to our everyday lives, we must not be neg phasizing theology first and conse
Bradford County Emergency Relief
quently
interpreting
the
Bible
ever
generally set apart for the conditioning of our lives by ligent or dilatory in making these resolutions effective.
after in the light of man-made sys Board as an Investigator or Visitor.
means of resolutions. The devotion of the superstitious We are confronted with the stupendous task of elimin
I recommend, She drives on the average of sev
ating the faults and failures of yesterday and of last tems of thought.
public to this "fake" means of "smoothing over" its
without
reservation,
the Biblical enty-five miles a day and makes
year from our lives today and this year. Let us be
conscience has been astounding. For score after score doubly careful not to overlook Today for it is so verv Seminary to all T. U. graduates who many calls. "I see so many pitiful
of years now modern humanity has seen fit to make important if we are to be successful. All too often we are looking forward to Christian cases that a thousand times a day
I thank God for being so kind to
New Year's Resolutions, some good and some bad, until think of the failures of yesterday and resolve to correct work." Thank you Wallace.
Marguerite Deyo writes from the me."
them
tomorrow,
never
once
thinking
that
today,
right
in the mind of the practical thinker, resolutions are little
Marian Atkinson is married. We
Isthmus of Panama telling of busy
now, is the proper time to make corrections.
more than a poor means of helping impractical human
days in missionary labors. Her pic do not now more than that he is a
— Mir a Beau
ity declare to be doing something which it has no desire
ture, taken before a background of Chicagoian. I did not find this in
banana trees, looks quite like her the class letter, but heard it during
to do.
self when she was a student on Tay the holidays.
The cry of the world today is for something more
lor's campus. Marguerite received
\\ esley Bush, '32, and Gertrude
than resolutions. A professor lately said, relative to
her Master's Degree from Taylor in Trickett were married the first part
the number of resolutions made by Taylor faculty and
1932. Her address is Box Q, Ancon. of December. They are living in
students, that he had no way to number them but that
Canal Zone. Josephine is much im ! northern Minnesota.
he supposed that there had been, already, as many brok
By HUB
proved in health and is able to be i I have a lot more news that I
en as made. True or untrue, this statement taken liter
out and at work. She is doing Home could tell you, but my space will not
ally is not far from right. The world has resolved to
Missionary work in Arkansas City, i permit it. Will tell you some more
have world peace hundreds and thousands of times.
Admitting for argument's sake that kissing is merely Kansas.
'next time.
Yet war is still a modern weapon of the settlement of
the swapping of germs, Remember—one good germ de
disputes. The leaders of the United States have re
serves another.
solved that the people of this land shall be temperate
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
with those in charge if given a
in the use of liquor, yet reports come to us that more
!i j chance. Give us the opportunity
£•,
j
, ,r-v . .
A professor is an expert or an impractical dreamer 5
people were seen drunk on city streets than ever before
btudent Vjpinion I and if we fail—take the privilege
depending on whether he gave you an "A" or an "E."
on New Years Day. Resolutions are unsuccessful in
|
| from us.
* * * * * * *
the majority of cases because they have been made
You have to be a pretty good shot to hit a narrow
without any sense of duty on the part of the individual,
Dr. Editor:
thoughtlessly and without the help of any higher power minded person between the eyes.
I Dear Editor:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
We have been wondering why Sun
than the man's own mental qualities.
I am writing in the interest of a
The old fashioned girl had to be a good cook. She day evening Vespers have been held
Rather than resolutions today, the world needs the
characteristic of wide-awake young
faith and philosophy of real, consciencious devotion to had no mayonnaise dressing to hide her ignorance under. in Society Hall lately instead of in
people which is frowned upon many
* * * * * * *
the chapel. There are several rea
the principles of a Christ-like life — a life unbounded
times in certain places on our cam
1st Cootie—I heard you had a big party last night. sons why we would like to see them
in its possibilities and positively stable in its method
pus in which I think it is proper that
changed back to their original loca
of procedure. To such a life resolutions would be a Many there?
this characteristic be given some
And Ditto—No—just a little neighborhood affair. tion. When we first
stepped into
waste of time.
j freedom.
It is that of laughing and
Only about 200,000 present.
Society Hall for Vespers we drew having a good time.
— The Editor
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
back in amazement. All our high
When things of the nature to ex
Prohibition isn't ending; it's just beginning. Read and noble thoughts were shattered.
cite a grin, smile, or even a laugh
those restrictive laws that the various states are passing The room was jammed; overcoats
! out loud, some one, two, or three
and see for yourself.
were strewn on the few remaining
people seem to be always attempt
With the coming in of a new athletic program this
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
benches in the back. Disappointed
ing to curb the laugh, with a look
year there comes a number of problems which demand
He who hangs on the errors of the ignorant multi we started to leave, when suddenly
solution. Now with the beginning of the new term the tudes, must not be counted among great men.—Cicero. we discovered two seats, way over i that seems to be enough to shut any
j one up. The dining hall is the scene
* * * * * * *
question of eligibility rises as one of the most urgent
in the corner near the window. After
| of many attempts by a few to curb
in its demand. Should there be a change in the present
Personality is what a popular girl has if she hasn't clambering over three or four pairs
this natural characteristic of young
ruling? Should there be a difference between varsity anything that shows up well in a mirror.
of feet, we managed to squirm into
people. Surely any sensible human
men and others ?
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
those classroom chairs and that same
being will be able to laugh some
If eligibility has a purpose it is to maintain a proper
Stormy Weather.
room in which we sat at least three i times or at least allow others to do
balance between scholastic standing and athletic achieve
"Roasting," cries the turkey,
days the past week under a profess jso without looking a "hole" through
ment. Many times the lure of fame seems to exceed
"Chili," cries the sauce,
or's instruction. A hymn was an them. Some people have forgot how
the desire for class work. If during the last few years
"Freezing," moans the ice cream;
nounced. Instead of the soft strains j to laugh and will have to learn how
it has seemed advisable to place eligibility at a "C"
"Mild," calls the cheese;
of the organ which always inspired I -.gain before they will have much
average in order to overcome this possible let down in
"Frosting," declares the cake;
our souls to reverence and inward influence with young people.
grades, then now, with the added interest in athletics,
"Clear," vows the jelly;
calm, the jangling notes of the pi
If I am wrong in this matter
it must still be advisable. We sincerely hope that any
"Pouring," gurgles the coffee.
ano struck harshly upon our ears. please answer this in the next issue.
rumors of a change will remain as such.
* * * * * * *
After the service we left the build
Frivolous Senior
During this year Taylor has placed herself in a posi
The modern woman s ambition is to look younger ing feeling that many things which
tion for criticism. It is up to us to prove to all that than she is and act younger than she looks.
could have contributed to the at
We are sorry to hear that Howard
we can participate in inter-collegiate athletics without
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
mosphere of a vesper service of
Witner has not returned to school
in any way lowering the standards of the school. We
The jazzy age is at its ragged tail end. It is no worship were lacking.
for the Winter term. The Sopho
believe that it can be done. A survey of former Taylor longer smart to be immoral.—A. H. Silver.
Goofus and Goofus
mores have lost a very well liked
athletes will show that they did not have to sacrifice

!

ALUMNI NEWS

ANOTHER YEAR GONE

RESOLVED; BUT WHY

HUB-DUBS

ELIGIBILITY & ATHLETICS

*

grades for sports. It is not necessary to lower our
standards of eligibility, and thus open the pathway to
criticism along the line of bowing before inter-collegiate
sports, in order to maintain the quality of our teams.
The second question now confronts us. Shall there
he a difference in eligibility between varsity men and
others? We ask the question, Why should there be?
If the reason for such a rule is as has been stated above,
then why should it not hold for one as well as the other?
Is it any more honorable to sacrifice grades for your
class than it is for your school? It is any more just
to let one who is ineligible play on a class or club team,
just because there are no inter-collegiate rules regarding
this, than it is to let him play on the varsity? This
question was brought before us in the last class games.
Much discussion was aroused over the question of eli
gibility of some of the players. We feel that this dis
cussion was legitimate. It hardly seems reasonable to
us that regulations which were held necessary and good

*

*

*

*

*

*

Rivalry between the planets will be the next great Mr. Editor:
force to mould a world Consciousness.—D. J. Davis.
I am not writing in the spirit of
* * * * * * *
criticism but in an attitude of sugges
Real cause of war; an excited statesman said too tion. I believe I express the opin
much and was too proud to back down.
ion of all the fellows in Wisconsin
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
dorm and Dean Holiman as well,
I he girl has become a woman when she can pick a when I say that we would like to
man without caring what the other girls think about it. have the fire door open Sunday noon.
* * * * * * *
Weather conditions like last Sunday
It would be interesting to know where that scientist make it mean for the fellows to go
who said man is improving in intelligence made his to dinner, either they must wear a
observations.
rain coat or get wet. The stock ex
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
cuse, that the fellows in Swallow\\ e heard of a girl the other day who found a moth Robin have to walk in the rain, does
in her last year's bathing suit, but the poor thing had not hold good now! A very good
starved to death.
suggestion has been made to the
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
effect that the fire door be opened
A gossip is a person who lets what he hears go in at 12:30 and closed again at 1:30.
one ear and out of his mouth.
I believe the fellows will cooperate

member of the class, and all his
friends miss his ever present cheery
smile.
We are glad to hear that Miss Es
ther Baker has recovered from an
attack of pneumonia which delayed
her return to school. Also, Miss
1 erada has survived an operation
ruite nicely.
Mr. Speake, a student from India, was visiting on the campus
recently. He was in Taylor last
year and is now attending Illinois
University.
Paul Johnson, a former student,
was on the campus Friday and Sun
day evenings.
The Martin brthers, Harold and
alter, visited over the week-end
with friends in Nappanee, Indiana.
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Unknown Kidnapper
Mr. Allee Leads
Holiman Addresses
Cornwell Hired
Prayer Hour Is
Operates
in
Dorm.
Friday Evening
Teachers
Institute
As Boys' Leader
Led Thursday
PECK LOSES PRICELESS
League Service MISS
SPEAKS TO NUMBER OF GRANT
In Kan. Y.M.C.A. COUNTY TEACHERS LAST
PET BOG; RANSOM DEMAND
By Cottingham
ED. GIRLS IN FEAR.
VISION IS NEEDED

COACH WILL SUPERVISE 500
MILE SUMMER TOURS FOR
Between seven and eight o'clock
WICHITA YOUTHS

ONE MUST SEE GOD, GIVE UP
on January 4, the priceless pet dog
SELF, AND BE READY TO
SERVE; SAYS ALLEE
belonging to Miss Betty Lee Peck

IS EXPERIENCED

of 209 Magee Drive was kidnapped.
On the same evening heart broken
Miss Peck received the following
note from "Jerry the Rat and his
gang." "Know of the whereabouts
of pet. Stop. Ransom three five
cent candy bars. Stop. Let no one
know of this. Stop. Leave ransom
under cover of cot in Magee lobby."
The brilliant Miss Peck hastily
made most clever arrangements to
purchase the required ransom. Mem
bers of her most elite sorority, the
coeds of the Freshman Class, were
called in to bemoan in sympathetic
tones the loss of the beloved "Scotty." The moaning increased in in
tensity under the clever psycholog
ical direction of Miss Peck until at
last the young ladies broke down
and each gave one penny which was
used in purchasing the ransom. On
January 5 at 1:34 A.M. the follow
ing note which contained a bit of
warning was received by Miss Peck.
Too manj' people know.
Stop.
Leave ransom in lobby desk draw
er." Jerry the Rat..
On Friday afternoon the ran
som was left in the place stated by
Jerry the Rat, and after twentythree hours and fifty-five minutes of
absence, the Scotty pup appeared
again in his fond mistress's room.
The University coeds are in tear
ful terror and suspicion further kid
napping on the part of the myster
ious Jerry the Rat.

The Holiness League under the
presidency of W. S. Martin, held
its first meeting of the new year on
the evening of Friday, January 5.
Wayne Allee, organizer of various
Christo-Centric Clubs, and an in
spired young people's leader, was
the speaker.
Mr. Allee introduced his challeng
ing message on the "Luringness of
God" with a beautiful prayer hold
ing as its theme the group's need of
and desire for a flaming vision.
The immortal words of Isaiah cli
maxed in the entreaty "Here am I.
send me" involve according to Mr.
Allee the following factors; con
tempt of self and the resultant con
sciousness of God; revelation of self
and the subsequent collapse of self:
the challenge to self and the God
given commission to service.
"My first revelation was that of
the great love of God as it was re
vealed to me in the truth that God
so loved the world that he gave His
only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth on Him, should not perish
but have everlasting life. It gave
me a new vision. Joseph Brainard
came upon the words. If any man
thirst let him come unto me and
drink; at first it irritated him, then
captivated him, then animated him
to a life of Christ-like service.
When Jesus the Son of God, came
into the world he too was lonely but
Strange things have been known
determined to accomplish the work to happen on Taylor's Campus, but
he had set out to do.
this is the first time in the history
There are two sins prevalent in of the school that such a thing has
our midst, suggested Mr. Allee. ever happened. Believe it or not
"These sins are nearness and there- Lorena Porter has a real alligator
ness. We read in Genesis, "Thou for a pet. She keeps the "darling
God seest me," and yet at times we thing" in her room on the end of a
think God is here so we run over five foot string. The only objection
there. Jacob thought the same, but her roommate has concerning Wilwhen he lay down to sleep the an lameta Winifred Wezebel Wehitagels were there to trouble him. Naa- bel Wigglestein Wheezenpoof is its
man thought that God was not in wandering disposition and she abso
his homeland so he took the dirt lutely refuses to sleep in the same
from the scene of his healing in the room with the animal roaming at
Jordan and carried it to his native large.
land hoping that he might thus take
It has been reported that Lorena
God's presence with him. Wherev and "Boots" have quite a time see
er you are or whatever you are do ing that Willameta gets her daily
ing, remember "Thou God seest me." sunbath as well as her weekly rem
"There should be such a collapse edy for "B.O." It only eats twice
of selfishness as to result in holy a week but that's a ticklish job, in
deadness, holy daring and a holy more ways than one. "Boots" tick
willingness to endure the drudgery les it under the chin while Lorena
of the commonplace. Instead of a administers the ounce or so of fresh
self consciousness we need a God meat. Who said our modern girls
consciousness.
are afraid of the strange little things
"With the full vision of God that creep on this old earth?
comes the vision of service. When
you see something no one else can
or will see, God is leading you into
leadership. Do you have a vision?
William Carey saw the whole world
when Sidney Smith could see only
the streets of London. Win the
The marriage of Miss Gertrude
world and your soul for God. We Trickett to Wesley Bush, both for
need a decision that shall embody mer Taylor students, took place re
the courage of the apostles, the con cently.
The ceremony was per
viction of Luther, and the passion formed by the groom's father at
of John Knox who cried out "Give Little Pine, Minnesota, at four
me Scotland or I die." God give o'clock on the afternon of December
us men with empires in their brains. twenty-fourth. The newly married
May the luringness of Christ he so couple will reside at Little Pine,
evident in our lives that all the where Mr. Bush will teach school.
world shall be attracted to Him.
The executive committee of Tay
lor held a meeting on Monday. Mr.
King of Huntington, Mr. Miller of
Upland, and Dr. Jacobs of Logans(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
port were present.
1:15 in the afternoon. On Tuesday.
Thursday, and Saturday they broad
cast over WKBW from 7:00 to 7:30
WE ARE IN STEP WITH
in the morning. Phonograph rec
THE N. R. A.
ords were made of the quartet num
NEW
bers in one of the recent broadcasts.

SATURDAY P. M

Dean \\ illis Holiman was the
afternoon speaker last Saturday.
January 6, at the County Institute
of the Grant County Teachers, held
in Marion, Indiana. He addressed
the group of about one hundred fiftv
teachers on the subject, "The Im
portance of the Teacher."
"In all educational work, the
teacher has first place," Mr. Holi
man said. While the other admin
istrators have their place it is the
teacher who comes into daily contact
with the pupils and with their homes.
While knowledge of the subject
is of course necessary, yet, he said,
it is not the most important. "The
things that count most," said Dean
Holiman, "are her ideals, enthusi
asm, and optimism.
The great
teachers are those who stick closest
to the ideals for which good citizen
ship stand,s

Coach Herschel A. Cornwell has
recently received word of his em
ployment by the Y.M.C.A. of Wich
ita, Kansas, and surrounding com
munity, in a new project in boys'
camping trips for the coming sum
mer. Cornwell and his family spent
the recent vacation recess in Kan
sas visiting friends and relatives and
spending some time on the campus
of Southwestern University where
both Mr. and Mrs. Cornwell re
ceived their degrees. While there
Cornwell officiated in basketball
games between Southwestern and
the Alumni and the University of
Arizona. While a student in the
University he was a member of
many athletic teams and has a good
The task of educating the people
record as an athlete which has aid
of
a country is a big one, he said,
ed him in a period of successful
but
it is the only sure reliance for
coaching in Kansas as well as at
the
preservation of liberty. It is
Taylor.
when the wise lead the wise that the
people have liberty, equality and
fraternity.

Fenstermacher Speaks
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)

MANY YOUNG PEOPLE MAKE
EAGER TESTIMONIES
IN SERVICES

The regular Thursday evening
all-college prayer hour was in charge
of Dr. Cottingham, in which nearly
fifty young people praised the Lord
wtih their eager testimonies of how
wonderfully He had blessed them
over the vacation period. Many of
our hearts were stirred to remember
in prayer revivals and young people
who do not have the light, that in
some way a seed may have been sown
that may lead them on the path to
Christ. At the conclusion of the
hour, many felt the challenge to go
out and do bigger things in the
Kingdom and to lead a more Christ
like life.

Hamman Speaks to
Tues. Prayer Meet
Every member of the prayer band
was encouraged and strengthened by
the enthusiastic testimonies which
were given the first meeting of the
year. Reports of vacation victories
were the main theme. Cecil Hamann, vice president, guided the
thought of the evening and after a
few brief remarks, the rest of tho
devotional hour was spent in prayer
for revivals in outlying districts and
personal requests.

STRONG TEAMS

promises to God which he summed
up in five principle causes which are
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
as follows:
1. We fail to sense God as a appearance of the all-Grant-County
personality.
School Band under the direction of
2. We fail to understand clearly Prof. Reiter. This band is made up
what the vow implies.
of
instrumentalists
from
every
3. We do not see that virtue school in Grant county. It will oeapart from personality is meaning cupy all of the seats in the East end
less.
of the balcony. This band is well
4. We become discouraged be known in this part of the state.
cause we do not rightly understand Prof. Reiter is the present director
HERSCHEL A. CORNWELL
the place that emotion has in relig of Taylor's band.
ion.
Cornwell will be the supervisor
'1 he car in which Gordon and Es5. We do not understand the
of a number of five
hundred mile right use of our wills.
ta Herrman were coming from Hart
trips sponsored by the Y.M.C.A.
If we would take these into con ford Sunday evening met with a
Each trip will last five days and sideration and try to remedy our de mishap by sliding into the ditch. It
was necessary to secure another car
twenty-five boys will be taken each fects, we would not fall into the
serious error of breaking our prom to pull them out; but, fortunately,
time.
Various places of interest j ises to God. This message was par no injury or damage resulted.
throughout the west will be visited ticularly fitting at this time because
There are several new students
during the travel which will cost the! it is the time in which we are most
enrolled
for the Winter term, among
likely
to
forget
our
promises
of
the
boys only five dollars for the entire .
whom are Helen Minkler, Senior;
early
part
of
the
year
and
slip
back
trip. A number of camp leaders will
into the old ruts where we often re Heddie Olson, Senior; Mr. L. J.
accompany Cornwell, many of whom main until another revival shows us Washmuth, Sophomore; Doris Mcwill be changed from time to time. clearly how far we have slipped Kee, Freshman; Basil Graham,
This should be interesting work, j back.
Special.
Coach has had experience in dealing!
with boys and is interested in this!
type of work.
THE
Since coming to Taylor, Cornwell
has been influential in building up J
a strong Athletic Department. He j j TIES—SHIRTS—UNDERWEAR f
HATS—CAPS—JACKETS
has cooperated with the administra- j |
MEN'S FURNISHINGS
TOASTED SANDWICHES
tion in upholding the standards of j
the University and has provided an
athletic program that has never been
equaled in the history of the insti- j
tution. He has always been careful j
and thoughtful in planning the pro- I
cedure of the department. The high!
type of character of the athletes j
produced under his coaching is but
a strong evidence of the type of man
at the head of this department. This
year he has produced a winning
team having lost one conference
The highest type of Christian education in regularly accredited
game out of six thus far. These
men have gone out to other colleges
College of Liberal Arts by the State Board of Education of Indiana.
representing the standards of Tay
Modern buildings with capacity for 500 students.
lor to the highest possible degree.
With such leadership, Taylor ath
One of the most beautifully landscaped campuses in the country.
letics will never be over-emphasized
An ideal place for study.
or a detriment to the school.
Highly trained Christian faculty who take a personal interest
in their students.

Porter Gets Live
Alligator as Pet|

Trickett, Bush Wed
In Little Pine, Minn.

BUFFALO MEETING

I

| REED TOGGERY

j

Upland
Insurance Agency

i
I NEWS

STAND — INSURANCE

Peter Pascoe, Mgr.

J

Upland, Indiana

!Jr

UPLAND REGAL STORE
Groceries, Meats and Produce
We Do Not Sell Tobacco
L. E. HIATT, Prop.
Phone 61

A well-equipped gymnasium under the supervision of a capable
director.
No smoking, no card playing, no dancing.
Teaches the Bible as the inspired Word of God.

LOW PRICES!

Taylor University
Bookstore

PIONEER DRUG
STORE

Taylor University

RELIGIOUS BOOKS

AT

j

j

Send to Taylor University a list of student names that you
would like to interest in the kind of education offered at Taylor.

Students

TRY OUR SPECIAL CAKES
1 AND PASTRIES FOR YOUR
|
PARTIES

j Upland Baking Co.

I

ROBERT LEE STUART, President
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TRACK

Trojan Quintet
Defeats Kokomo
Junior College

Strong Wheaton
Five To Battle
Taylor Tonight

T. U. WINS 32-20
THOMPSON, TALL CENTER,
HIGH POINT MAN WITH
ELEVEN COUNTERS

ON RETURN TRIP
IS

The Trojans took another loosely
played contest from the Kokomc
Junior College fo mark up their
fourth victory of the current season
Their play throughout the entire
game was rather spasmodic, first a
good streak and then a bad one. At
times they looked like a basketball
team and then at other times they
looked like anything but a basket
ball team. The Kokomo boys had
some nice plays but for the most
part they failed to execute them sat
isfactorily and the Taylorites in
variably broke them up before they
had gone too far. Hunter was par
ticularly outstanding on the defense
because of his height and his abil
ity to use it to advantage. Tliia
short and stubby boy was able to
break up a lot of would-be counters.
He also did his share on the offens
ive and turned in his best all around
performance of the year. Miller
played a nice game but had more
tough luck by spraining another
a-,kle and was forced to leave the
game.
Kokomo's elongated
center.
Thompson, was the mainstay in their
offense and he collected a big share
of their total score — 11 points.
Whenever he was given an open
shot, he connected.
Howard, Smith, and Stuart scored
8 points each.
The general team play of the
Taylor boys showed an urgent need
for improvement and several hours
of intensive practice will probably
result.
There was a fairly good crowd
at the game considering the fact
that so many of the students had
already left for vacation.
Let's
back our team with 100 per cent
support in its remaining games, be
cause the boys need it and the tough
est half of the schedule is yet to be
played.

"MOOSE" LAWRENCE, CAPTAIN,
AVERAGES 15 POINTS
PER CONTEST

1933 WINNER RECEIVES TROPHY

Seniors Trounce
Junior Girls In
Saturday Contest
SOPHOMORES AND FRESHMEN
PLAY TO A TIE; BOTH
GAMES FAST

The interest in Girl's basketball
was kindled somewhat in the reeent
round. Fast, alert ball was played
by all four teams and interesting
games consequently were produced.
The Senior girls, champions for
the last two years and 1934 favor
ites ran wild in severely trouncing
the Junior flashes
in a fast game
Friday night. After the first few
minutes the superiority of the class
of 1934 was evident but the fight
ing attitude of the Blue and Yellow
made the game an interesting fray
until the finish. The score was 27
to 12 at the half in favor of the win
ning team. The Juniors failed to
score in the second half. During
this period the Senior team worked
tip-offs direct to the goal for two
point tallies. Gilmore played her
usual steady game and scored 22
points. Deich added 16 points to
the dignitaries' score.
Brothers
with eight points and Lewis with
four were best for the Class of '35.
Saturday afternoon, the Frosh
and Soph girls played each other to
a standstill and the game finished
with the score tied at seventeen all,
The game must be played off as
there are no overtime periods al
lowed in girls' basketball. The pajama clad Class of '36 started out
well and gained a 13 to 6 lead at
the half. However, seemingly a lit
tle over confident, they faltered in
the final fray and the Frosh caught
up just as the whistle sounded. The
game was fast and interesting
throughout.

TAYLOR 32
FG FT PF TP
Smith, f
4
0
3
8
Howard, f
3
2
2
8
Stephenson, f .... 0
0
0
0
Holder, f
0
0
0
0
Duckwall, f
. 0
0
1
0
Miller, c
2
0
0
4
Gates, c
0
0
0
0
Stuart, g
3
2
2
8
Hunter, g
2
0
4
4
The green youngsters were handi
Weaver, g
0
0
2
0
Kidder, g
0
0
0 capped by the absence of two regu
0
Totals
14
4
]4 32 lars from the lineup so the Sophs
will have to be wide awake when
KOKOMO 20
FG FT PF TP the game is played off. With a
Setts, f
1
1
1
3 year's experience we predict that
Quimm, f
0
0
0
0 these girls of the Class of '37 will
Nolen, f
0
2
2
2 be hard to beat next year.
Thompson, c
5
1
0 11
Schwenger, g
0
1
1
1
Dr. Vayhinger is conducting reEluin, g
1
1
1
3
'vival meetings in the Friends Church
Totals
7
5
20 of Upland.
5

SCHEDULE
SWEETSER
JONESBORO

FROM GAS CITY THEN
JUNIOR AND FRESHMAN MEN
FALL BEFORE STRONG
WIN GAMES IN FIGHT
SWAYZEE TEAM
FOR CLASS CROWN

The Hilanders have divided their
last two home games, taking one
from Gas City 22-21, and losing one
to Swayzee 26-25.
Both games
were thrillers and nice games to
watch but it was rather disappoint
ing to see the Upland boys lose the
last game to Swayzee.
The Gas City game was nip and
tuck all the way with the outcome
always in doubt until the final gun
barked. The game was clean and
hard fought throughout with neither
team ever holding more than a threepoint advantage. Stuart was on for
this game and collected 15 out o
the 22 points.
The Swayzee game also see-sawed
back and forth with the first half
ending in a deadlock at 12 all. The
Speedkings came back strong the
second half and played the Hiland
ers off their feet; with only about
three minutes to go they held an 8
point advantage. The Upland boys
came to life all of a sudden, but it
was too late and the rally fell one
point short of victory.
The Hilanders will be strength
ened by the addition of Wycoif to
the squad and should make it tough
on the opposition in the Count}
Tournament.

CLASS GAMES
Girls
W. L.
Seniors

2

Juniors
1
Sophomores* .... 0
Freshmen* ...... 0
* Tied one

0

1
1
1

Pet.
1000
500

000
000

Men
freshmen
Juniors
Seniors
Sophomores

W.
2
2
0
0

L. Pet.
0 1000
0 1000
2
000
2
000

Last Weeks' Score
Girls
Seniors ... 44
Juniors . .
Frosh .... 17
Sophs ...
Men
Freshmen . 28
Seniors . .
Juniors ... 15
Sophs ...

12
17
13
10

In a rough and tumble game Fri
day night, the Juniors added a sec
ond win to their record in defeating
the Sophomore five 15 to 10. The
game was fast and rough through
out and the low score was caused
by the missing of many un-orthodox
shots and much time being spent in
attempting to shoot free throws.
Both teams missed enough free
throws to have doubled the total
score of the game. The Juniors
made one out of fourteen attempts
and the Sophomores four out of sev
enteen. Although a fast game the
score was only six to five at the
half. Herrmann and Persons were
outstanding for the third year men,
the latter until leaving on fouls in
the third quarter.
Tennant and
Kidder seemed best for the Sophs.
In another fateful game for the
dignitaries of the Senior Class the
Frosh walked over them in a 28-13
win. The Seniors seem to shine on
ly in the feminine ranks when it
comes to the hardwood game. Aliead only at the first by virtue of
Schilling's long shot the Seniors = Get Your Groceries And Meats
trailed the remainder of the game
At The
In the last half the older men be
T. U. GROCERY
came incensed and managed to make
AND LUNCH ROOM
nine points to the Frosh's eleven
making the game interesting. For
the wearers of green Yunker and
Stephenson seemed best while Wesche, Gates and Schilling lead the
DENTIST
losers.
in these games, both men's and
X-RAY
women s, some of the varsity men
Office
Over
the Bank
have been officiating. They have in
| Phone 331
Upland, Ind.
eluded Howard and Gates both reg
istered High School Officials in In
diana, and Smith, Miller and Stuart,
These men have done good work
I
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
and have handled the games well.

Dr. Chas. W. Beck

j
t
j

j

Best Materials

TROJAN'S RECORD
Taylor 29
Concordia
20
Taylor 52
Anderson
38
Taylor 22
Huntington
15
Taylor 29
Indiana Central 32
Taylor 20
Anderson H. S. 24
Taylor 32
Kokomo
20
Two games played after Echo
went to press.

DRY CLEANING and PRESSING

9 A. M.
8 P. M.

BEN BRADFORD
Upland, Indiana

WOOLARD'S SANITARY
B A R B E R S H O P
j Nice Line of Toilet Articles
j
And Barber Supplies
| First Door North of Myers' Gro.

OFFICIALS — Porter and Burt.

KEEVER'S

CAFE

WORK GUARANTEED

3 P. M.
11 A. M.

it

SUITS AND DRESSES $1.00
Service Monday and Thursday

10 A. M.

GAS CITY
VAN BUREN

I

2 P. M.

UPLAND
MATTHEWS

In Class Contest

WIN

8 A. M.

SWAYZEE
FAIRMOUNT

Juniors Continue
Upland Divides
To Set Fast Pace
Vacation Games

The Taylor University Trojans
will be hosts to the strong Wheaton
College quintet of Wheaton, Illinois,
Friday night at 8 o'clock in the
Maytag gym. Wheaton will be re
membered as "Red" Grange's home
town college.
Wheaton comes to Taylor this
week with a strong team which is
just finishing an extensive trip made
during the vacation season into the
east. The trip has included the
meeting of such strong teams as
Pennsylvania Teachers College and
Baltimore University, at Baltimore,
Maryland. The trip will be finished
Saturday night at Huntington.
Wheaton will be lead by Captain
'Moose" Lawrence the winner of
the Associated Press Basketball
Medal last year. He plays at the
forward position and was high scor
er of the "Little Nineteen" confer
ence last year. This is his third
year on the varsity and he has
proved a valuable man to his team
in all three years. He has averaged
15 points per game in his college per
formances. Newsom and J. Gray
are a pair of strong scoring guards.
Taylor
journeys to Kokomo
1 hursday night to play the Kokomo
College and will thus have a hard
schedule this week end but past per
formances have proved Taylor to
have a strong team. They have won
four out of five games thus far in
Indiana College competition and are
capable of giving this out-state team
a strong fight.
A shift in the line
up this week will probably find
Howard and Stuart at forwards,
Miller center, and Smith and Weav
er guards.
1 here will be but one game, which
will be at eight O'clock. Admission
will be small—only twenty-five
cents. A large crowd is expected
for this inter-sectional tilt.

f

BROWN LAUNDRY CO.

| |

Always Good Food At Dan's

MARION, INDIANA

tJ

tit

MEALS — SHORT ORDERS

S H I E L D S

T R I C K E T T

B O Y D

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

j

